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One such rule is to never plan a route too far ahead—we try not to 
predict where each day’s journey will end, always keeping the door 
open to surprises. Another is refusing to pay for accommodations, 
which forces us to more creatively find different places to spend the 
nights while making friends along the way. But formulas and infor-
malities that make travel so easy in other parts of the world don’t 
necessarily work the same, if at all, in North America. At some point 
it dawned on us that we were once again white people in a land of 
white people, losing a certain exotic touch that made us different in 
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Second and Third World countries. Now we had to adapt to a culture that 
we imagined more closed and less likely to open its doors to a couple who 
live on the road.

We also discovered that our visa was too short for such a vast 
continent. Arriving in the middle of winter we had to immediately 
set about making our way to Alaska, a direction where the weather 
conditions worsened the farther north we traveled. On top of that, 
everything cost five or six times what we were accustomed to paying. 
So for the first time in three years, we had to violate one of our main 
rules and actually plan our route.

We have faced many problems in our travels, and if they couldn’t 
be avoided we somehow managed to beat them. We’ve ridden along 
a fearful precipice in the Andes, faced big city street hoodlums, 
suffered from the lack of oxygen in the Bolivian highlands, 
and barely survived the cold winter in Tajikistan’s inhospitable 
mountains. What we’ve learned is that any potential problem can 
turn antagonist if not dealt with head-on.

Perhaps not all these lessons were useful in the U.S., but we 
were once again reminded of a rule that’s usually the first thing a 
new traveler learns—at some point one must leave his comfort 
zone. It’s that moment when one stops listening to the voices 
saying a country will be dangerous for its wild animals, crime, 
or terrorism. The true traveler learns not to presuppose what 
a place will be like before he’s been there; he goes anyway, 
drawing his own conclusions. The big lesson: No matter the 
source, the stories are almost always blown out of proportion 
if there was ever any truth to begin with.

As America opened its arms to our Around Gaia project, 
invitations came from everywhere offering a roof over our 
heads or a place to speak so we could earn extra income. 
New sponsors such as Big Agnes (BigAgnes.com) provided 
great camping gear to deal with the extreme northern 
climate, and Sony (Sony.com), along with Pro Photo Supply 
(ProPhotoSupply.com), collaborated to provide great 
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PROJECT
Around Gaia
www.facebook.com/aroundgaia
Around the world since April 2013
41 countries, 101,000 km

PLACES YOU CAN’T MISS
Borrego Springs, CA
Oatman, AZ
Yosemite, CA
Death Valley, CA
Joshua Tree, CA
Avenue of the Giants, CA
Wooden Shoe Tulip Farm, Portland, OR
Sequoia National Park, CA
Route 66 (West Coast)
Las Vegas, NV
Sunset in the Grand Canyon
Camping in bear areas
Highway 101 (West Coast)
Glass Beach, CA

Numbers in USA:
Days    88
Accommodations $0
Gasoline  $284
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new photographic equipment to help us capture 
every experience the American route had to offer.

One day we’ll arrive at a point where we can sit 
back and feel pride in everything achieved with 
the Around Gaia project. It’s now clear that when 
we work hard and trust our dreams of reaching a 
goal that appears impossible, eventually all will be 
conquered.  

Manu Torres and Ivana Colakovska 
are a Spanish and Macedonian couple 
who started the Around Gaia Project 
(“Gaia” is the term for Earth as a living 
organism) with the mission of traveling 
the globe by motorcycle. Their goals are 

straightforward: “We intend to prove there’s no need to 
be frightened of the unknown. That we can break the 
misconceptions, mistrust and fear of danger of faraway 
people and places. And, we want to show how the 
world is a much nicer place than many believe it to be.” 
AroundGaia.com 

*BIKER FRIENDS: A biker community contact who 
follows our project and invites us into their home

*COUCHSURFING: An internet community that offers 
travelers places to stay for free in their homes

*DEALERSHIPS: Motorcycle dealerships offering a place 
to rest and sometimes service

STAGE MILES SLEEPING
Tijuana—San Diego 25 Biker Friend*

San Diego —Riverside 150 BWM Dealership*

Riverside—Joshua Tree N.P. 112 Camping

Joshua Tree N.P. —Needles 184 Camping

Needles—Phoenix 273 Couchsurfing*

Phoenix—Arcosanti 75 Experimental City

Arcosanti—Sedona 134 Camping

Sedona—Kaibab N.P. 150 Camping

Kaibab N.P.—Lake Powell 190 Camping

Lake Powell—Sedona 196 Friend

Sedona—Kingman 203 Camping

Kingman—Las Vegas 122 Couchsurfing*

Las Vegas—Death Valley 158 Camping

Death Valley—Lake Isabella 165 Camping

Lake Isabella—Oakhurst 242 Biker Friend*

Oakhurst—Oakland 230 Biker Friend*

Oakland—Fort Bragg 220 Camping

Fort Bragg—Eureka 141 Couchsurfing*

Eureka—Charleston 245 Camping

Charleston—Oregon City 236 Harley Dealership*

Oregon City—Seattle 192 Couchsurfing*

Seattle—Vancouver 155 Couchsurfing*

TOTAL 3807

Sedona, Arizona


